
 New Fiction at the Nichols Library    

Here’s eight new novels at the Nichols Library in Center Harbor.  Several are by poular 

efforts, others are spirited newcomers.  Come by and take a look.       

Benediction by Kent Haruf presents more high plain epiphanies by the author of 

Evensong. In a Colorado town,  a man nearing the end of his life attempts to connect with his 

estranged son. Not much “happens in a conventional sense, but the characters are sharply 

observed and finely drawn.  Comments the Washington Post, Haruf’s novels  “are as plain and 

fortifying as steel-cut oatmeal: certified 100-percent irony-free, guaranteed to wither magic 

realism, stylistic flourishes and postmodern gimmicks.” 

In Frances and Bernard by Carlene Bauer weaves a tale of two authors in love. Frances 

and Bernard meet at an artists’ colony. She finds him faintly ridiculous; he finds her aloof.  She 

is Catholic, prim, tart-tongued. He’s descended from Puritans but a convert to Catholicism, and 

prone to fits of mania. Afterward, he writes her a letter. Soon they are immersed in an intense 

friendship with hints of more.  Told through “dueling letters, ” Bauer succeeds in making 

Frances and Bernard’s shared interest in religion believable and their relationship “funny, sweet, 

and sad (Publishers Weekly).”  Booklist called Francis and Bernard a novel of “stunning subtlety, 

grace, and depth.’ 

In The House Girl by Tara Conklin,  Lina, a first-year associate at a prestigious New 

York law firm, is assigned to work on a class-action suit involving slavery reparations. She 

searches out a suitable plaintiff for the case. Her father suggests the story of Josephine, 

speculated to be the real artist behind paintings attributed to Lu Anne Bell, her white master.  

The tragedy of Josephine leads Lina deeper into not only Josephine's history but her own.   

Oleander girl by Chitra Divakaruni is a coming-of-age tale about a woman who leaves 

India for the U.S.   Orpahend at birth,  headstrong Korobi Roy grew with her grandparents, who 

are adoring but troublingly silent about the circumstances of her parents’ death.   When she 

discovers these secrets and realizes her grandparents’ betrayal,  Korobi decides to undertake a 

courageous search across post-9/11 America to find her true identity.  The prose of this well-told 

story is “vivid and immediate” yet “elegant and classic (NY Times).” 

 

In The Accursed by Joyce Carol Oates, strange abductions shake a staid college town. In 

1905,  the daughters of the town's most prominent families start vanishing and a bride-to-be runs 

away with a vaguely menacing European.    Writing in the Times, Stephen King notes that 

"Joyce Carol Oates has written what may be the world's first postmodern Gothic novel: E. L. 

Doctorow's Ragtime set in Dracula's castle. It's dense, challenging, horrifying, funny, prolix and 

full of crazy people. You should read it.”    

 

In Artful by Ali Smith, a scholar has recently lost her longtime love.  Still in the throes of 

despair a year later, she turns to the papers and research left on her love’s desk and crafts a series 

of talks on literature.  Through riveting reflections on the nature of stories, Smith traces her own 

journey  through her anguish and through her responses to her beloved’s ideas   The results are 



“redemptive for everyone, testifying with singular clarity and wit to the immutable necessity for 

art (Publishers Weekly).” 

 

The storyteller by Jodi Picoult an unlikely friendship plumbs old secrets.  Sage Singer 

lives a solitary life.  She is estranged from her two sisters, but she is still close to her 

grandmother, Minka, a Holocaust survivor.  She strikes up an unlikely friendship with retired 

German teacher named Josef Weber. When he confesses that he’s a former SS officer and asks 

for forgiveness, the pieces in the puzzle connecting Sage, Weber and Minka begin to come 

together.    “Picoult braids the .. intersecting tales into a powerful allegory of loss (and) 

forgiveness   (Library Journal).” 

 

 Finally, Family Pictures by Jane Green offers her trademark family Drama with a capital 

D.   Eve, forties something and married, with children about to leave the nest, a husband who 

travels too much and a difficult mother.  When Eve goes to an all-girls party in New York City,  

she meets Grace,  a kindred spirit.   Grace takes Evd to her Connecticut home, where she sees a 

photograph that will ruin two families.  Says her publishers website, Green writes about “real 

women, real life, and all the things in-between, with her trademark wisdom, wit, and warmth.”      


